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Abstract: Organic light-emitting transistors (OLETs) combine the light-emitting and 
gate-modulated electrical switching functions in a single device. Over the past two decades, 
progress has been made in developing new fluorescent semiconductors and device engineering to 
improve the properties of OLETs. In this paper, we make a brief review of the achievement and 
disadvantages for the present polymer based OLETs, while highlight the recent development in 
semi-ladder polymers from our lab for new electroluminescent materials. The special folded 
molecular structures and unique aggregation states make these polymers suitable for exploration 
as OLET materials. A short conclusion is provided with a discussion on the challenges and future 
perspectives in this field. 
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Organic semiconducting polymers (OSCs) exhibit broad range of functions that 
resemble to inorganic semiconductors, yet unique features that distinguish them from inorganic 
counterparts. Functions such as semi-conductivity, electro-optical properties have been 
abundantly demonstrated and explored for various device applications, such as organic solar 
cells, organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) and organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), to 
name a few. They have attracted intense interests in the scientific and commercial communities 
for their pronounced and unique advantages including simple device structure,1 low-cost solution 
processing,2 capability to be fabricated into flexible and semitransparent devices,3 which 
conventional inorganic semiconductors could hardly achieve. Displays and smart digital gadgets, 
in human-machine interfaces, electronic artificial skin and wearable electronics are being 
developed based on organic solar cells, OFETs and OLEDs.4 These developments benefited from 
research progress in two fronts: new material synthesis and deeper understanding in underlining 
physical principles. A successful story is the development of OLEDs. Driven by the huge 
commercial benefit, the OLED materials were uprising to the center of the stage in display 
industry. On the other hand, the overall status of OFETs is not as glaring as the OLEDs in the 
current market. The innovation on the leading edge devices based on OFETs inspired further 
development in both material design and new device engineering.5

Because the scope of organic semi-conducting polymer is rather broad, this highlight is 
only focused on an important area, polymers for organic light emitting field effect transistor 
(OLET). OLET combines the features of electrical switching from field-effect transistors (FET) 
and light emitting property of OLED. These devices exhibit potential to simplify the fabrication 
of existing display systems and provide new option in areas, such as photonic communications 
and electrically pumped organic lasers.6 In an OLED device, electrons and holes are injected into 
a thin layer of emissive material with a thickness around hundred nanometers, sandwiched 
between the two electrodes. The electrons and holes in OLET devices are injected through the 
source-drain electrodes and recombine in the transport channel that is 10−100 μm long. This 
difference made the development of OLET more challenging than that of OLED because the 
transport channel is too long and mobility in organic OSC is too small and unbalanced between 
hole and electrons, which may lead to exciton quenching due to accumulated charges, 
significantly diminish the light emission efficiency.

An ideal light-emitting semiconductor for OLET requires appropriate energy levels to 
minimize charge injection barriers from metal contacts, ambipolar charge carrier mobility to 
ensure light emission at the center of the channel, proper band gap for color control and high 
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photoluminescent quantum yield (PLQY). All these parameters are hard to satisfy 
simultaneously in a single material and are often mutually exclusive. For example, materials 
demonstrating high charge carrier mobility usually exhibit efficient π-π stacking, and good 
electronic coupling to ensure efficient intermolecular charge transport. Unfortunately, efficient π-
π stacking causes fluorescence quenching likely due to formation of exciplexes/excimers, charge 
transfer states and other non-radiative decay processes. In contrast, OLED materials show high 
quantum yield in solid state, but exhibit low charge carriers’ mobility.7 Thus, mobility-
fluorescence trade-off is one of the major barriers limiting material design for highly efficient 
OLETs.8 Several approaches to overcoming this trade-off have been reported in the literature, 
such as insertion of single-crystal active layers in single layer devices and multilayered device 
architectures, where charge transport and light-emitting functions are separated in different 
layers. In this highlight, we briefly discuss these approaches and focus on our recent effort on 
developing new materials to tackle this problem.

1. Brief review of the development of OLET polymers.

In 2003, Hepp and co-workers used the bottom gate bottom contact (BG-BC) structure 
to fabricate single-layer OFET devices with an organic small molecule semiconductor, 
tetracene.10 The OFET devices showed unipolar p-type behavior. During the evaluation of a 
transistor device, they observed light emission originating near the drain electrode. The FET 

Figure 1. Chemical structures of the polymers in Table 1.
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devices showed unipolar p-type behavior with the hole mobility of 510−2 cm2 V−1 s−1 and a low 
EQE of 6.710−5% due to the quenching at the metal drain electrode. This early result triggered 
increasing attentions on this novel organic electronic device.10-11 Many small molecules like 
DPA and dNaAnt were employed in OLET fabrication with improved results.12 The 
development of OLETs by using the small-molecule TBPMCN has recently achieved a 
remarkable EQE up to 10.5% at a brightness of 1000 cd m−2 by carefully selecting the hole 
blocking layer.13 However, these small molecules exhibit poor solubilities in common organic 
solvents, which renders the difficulty in device preparation.  Some of the OLET devices had to 
utilize single crystals of these small molecules as the emitting layer. Polymeric materials are 
compatible with solution processing techniques for large scale manufacturing, and more 
promising candidates for OLET materials.  

Unfortunately, the EL properties of polymer OLETs were lagging behind the small-
molecule OLETs despite the advantage of solution processing.14 Several significant examples 
(Figure 1) are summarized in Table 1 for an overview of the polymer based OLETs’ properties at 
current stage. 

Similar to the unipolar small molecule materials, unipolar semiconducting polymers 
were also used to prepare OLET devices. Ahmad and coworkers chose a high electron mobility 
(0.1 cm2 V−1 s−1) unipolar polymer to build OLET devices.15 The PLQY of PTNT in o-
dichlorobenzene solution was found to be 45%. But the PLQY in neat films was reduced to 19%, 
which was attributed to strong π-stack induced molecular interactions. The OLETs exhibited 

mediocre electrical and optical characteristics with an EQE of 0.25% at 250 cd m−2. The devices 
had spatially stable total emission areas which could not cover the whole channels independent 
from the gate voltage. This is a nuisance for the unipolar semiconducting polymers, limited their 
application as OLET materials. 

Ambipolar semiconducting polymers exhibiting balanced hole and electron mobilities 
are more desirable to achieving better emitting characters. Zaumseil and coworkers fabricated 
the TC-BG single layer OLET by using OC1C10-PPV, which achieved a low PLQY value (10%) 
and an EQE up to 0.35% in 2006.16 The device was found ambipolar with electron and hole 
mobilities of 3×10−3 and 6×10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1, respectively. A promising feature is that the 
position of the recombination and emission zone could be controlled by varying the applied gate 
voltages. It proved that electron and hole accumulation layers coexist for suitable bias condition. 
Later, they discovered that polymer F8BT exhibited a better balanced charge transport and high 
PLQY (55%), which contributed to the higher OLET EQE value (0.8%).17 Another related 
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polymer F8TBT exhibited more unbalanced charge transport and slightly lower PLQY (34%) 
compared to F8BT. The resulting OLET devices achieved the highest EQE of only 0.3%, which 
indicated the importance of the balance carrier mobility.

Further improvement in the properties of the OLET devices are possible via 
optimization on device structure. Gwinner and coworkers utilized F8BT as emission layer with 
different thickness of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) as gate dielectric (460-620 nm).18 The 
460 nm of PMMA gave the device the highest EQE with a maximum value of 8.2%. However, 
the on/off ratio of these devices were far from satisfying (<10), which requires further 
optimization for pixel display applications.    

In 2015, Kajii and coworkers utilized poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene) (F8) and F8BT to 
fabricate a bilayered OLET device.19 The F8 was spin-coated on top of F8BT as an electron 
blocking layer, also as good emission layer (PLQY=45%). The F8-F8BT bilayered device 
exhibited balance carrier mobility (1.0×10-3 cm2 V-1 s-1 for both), but the EQE value (0.6%) was 
not ideal. 

Tri-layered structure is another common strategy to boost the properties of OLET 
devices, in which the emission layer is sandwiched by an n-type semiconducting layer and a p-
type semiconducting layer to enhance the commonly poor carrier mobilities of these polymers. 
For example, Ullah and coworkers prepared OLET devices based on super yellow, a 
commercially available light emitting polymer, via this method. The emissive material with drain 
electrode was sandwiched between hole transport layer poly(2,5-bis(3-tetradecylthiophen-2-
yl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene) and electron transport layer Polyera Active-Ink N0700.20 The 
resulting trilayered OLETs exhibited 2000 times higher EQEs (1.9%) and brightness (2100 cd m-

2) than single layer super yellow devices. The major drawback of this strategy is the device 
fabrication process. Each layer must be soluble in orthogonal solvents to avoid re-dissolution in 
the solution-casting procedure. 

The discussion above showed that functional polymers bring the ease in processing, 
but accompanied with higher degree of energetic and conformational disorder than the small 
molecules. The emission characteristics in polymeric OLET are greatly influenced in solution 
and solid states.21 Moreover, the two contradictory requirements for OLET, high charge carrier 
mobility and high PLQY, are usually hard to satisfy in normal conjugated polymers. Thus, how 
to balance between the mobility and fluorescence trade-off is a dilemma that remains a great 
challenge to tackle in a single polymer system. 8
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Table 1. Carrier mobilities and optoelectronic properties of polymers discussed in this paper. 

Polymer 

Name

Emission 

Wavelenght (nm)

Hole Mobility 

(cm2 V-1 s-1)

Electron Mobility 

(cm2 V-1 s-1)

PLQY Peak 

EQE

PTNT 570 - 1.0×10-1 45% 0.25%15

OC1C10-PPV 660 6.0×10-4 3.0×10-3 10% 0.35%16

F8TBT 670 3.0×10-5 6.0×10-4 34% 0.4%17

F8BT 575 7.5×10-4 8.4×10-4 54% 8.2%18

F8 & F8BT 520/545 1.0×10-3 1.0×10-3 45% & 54% 0.6%19

Super 

Yellow

550 1.2×10-1 3.0×10-3 60% 1.9%20
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2. Semi-ladder polymers.

We recently developed luminescent semi-ladder co-polymers as OLET materials based 
on a weak donor-weak acceptor strategy. The results point to a possible solution to the dilemma 

Scheme 1. Monomer structures and synthesis of semi-ladder polymers TPTI-CC, TPTI-C, 

TPTI-F, TPTQ-C, TPTQF-C and TPTQ-F.27-29  
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mentioned above. As shown in Scheme 1, the carbazole and fluorene derivatives are weak 
electron-donating units.22 Electron-deficient thieno[2’,3’:5,6]pyrido[3,4-g]thieno[3,2-c]-
isoquinoline-5,11(4H,10H)-dione (TPTI), 5,11-bis(2-butyloctyl)-
dihydrothieno[2’,3’:4,5]pyrido[2,3-g]thieno[3,2-c] quinoline-4,10-dione (TPTQ) and TPTQF 
were selected as the ladder-type building block to provide planarity, rigidity and charge 
transport.23 The electron deficient monomers were copolymerized with carbazole/fluorene 
monomers via the Suzuki coupling reaction as shown in Scheme 1. Total six polymers were 
synthesized from three types of rigid weak acceptors and three types of fluorescent weak donors. 
For TPTI series of polymers, the TPTI-C was a cross-conjugated polymer while TPTI-F and 
TPTI-CC were fully conjugated ones. For TPTQ(F) series of polymers, the TPTQ-C and 
TPTQF-C were cross-conjugated polymers while TPTQ-F was fully conjugated one. Comparing 
monomer TPTQ(F) to TPTI, TPTQ(F) were more planar and crystalline compounds. This key 
difference led to the diversity in backbone planarity, LUMO energy levels and crystallinity of the 
resulting semi-ladder polymers, which was indicated by DFT calculation.     
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Figure 2 presents the HOMO/LUMO and the molecular geometry obtained from the 
DFT calculations at B3LYP level of theory using 6-31G** basis set. The chemical properties of 
the six semi-ladder polymers were listed in Table 2 including HOMO/LUMO energy level, 
electronic band-gap, molecular weight and polymer dispersity index. The molecular geometry 
simulation clearly showed that TPTI-CC, TPTI-F and TPTQ-F exhibited linear polymer 
backbones. It can be noticed that TPTQ-F had a higher planarity and deeper LUMO energy 
levels than TPTI-CC and TPTI-F; TPTI-C, TPTQ-C and TPTQF-C displayed coiled molecular 
backbones due to angled interconnection from carbazole moiety.

Figure 2. Calculated HOMO and LUMO molecular orbital distribution of the six semi-ladder 

polymers. 

Table 2. Chemical properties of the six semi-ladder polymers. 27-29 

Polymer HOMO (eV) LUMO (eV) Eg (eV) Mw Mn PDI PLQY

TPTI-CC −5.20a −3.20a 2.00 32428 23471 1.38 23%

−4.91b −2.17b

TPTI-F −5.48a −3.15a 2.33 11963 9421 1.27 59%

−4.93b −2.25b

TPTQ-F −5.76a −3.38a 2.75 55172 36012 1.53 77%

−5.21b −2.46b

TPTI-C −5.11a −3.09a 2.02 17797 14070 1.26 21%

−4.77b −1.78b

TPTQ-C -5.44a -3.19a 2.25 91767 32823 2.80 30%

-5.03b -2.41b

TPTQF-C -5.42a -3.04a 2.38 50863 28835 1.76 50%

-4.90b -1.92b

aCalculated from oxidation onset of CV spectra. bCalculated from DFT.
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Fluorescence spectra showed the dominating 0-0 
transition spectral characteristics from TPTI-CC and 
TPTQ-F, consistent with the formation of J-
aggregates .24 The emission spectra of TPTI-C, TPTI-F, 
TPTQ-C and TPTQF-C implied the formation of the H-
aggregation.25 In addition, normalized absorption 
spectra of TPTI-C, TPTQ-C and TPTQF-C showed 
almost no change in the spectral shape with decreasing 
concentration, indicating that H-aggregation exists even 
at the level of a single polymer chain, which is an 
evidence for polymer folding.26,27 The grazing-
incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering gave us more 
information about the aggregation state. These 
polymers exhibited similar molecular packing (d

 Å) but different crystallinities. TPTQ-F is the 
only strong crystalline polymer owing to its more 

Figure 3. Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of (a)TPTI-CC, (b)TPTI-C, (c)TPTI-F, 

(d)TPTQF-C. (e)TPTQ-C and (f)TPTQ-F in chloroform solution and thin film. 27-29 

Figure 4. The grazing-incidence 

wide-angle X-ray scattering 

image of TFTQ-F. Reproduced 

from ref. 27 with permission 

from American Chemical 

Society, copyright 2021.
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planar molecular backbone and interchain J-aggregations while other polymers were amorphous 
(Figure 4). Small angle X-ray scattering measurements in solution using advanced synchrotron 
light source used to analyze the structure of the coiled polymers.26 The two polymers showed 
strong scattering intensity I(q) at small scattering vector (q < 0.3 Å−1), which corresponding to 
the calculated particle size of TPTQF-C (25.3 Å) and that of TPTQ-C (24.3 Å). The results is 
consistent with the simulated coiled structures (Figure 2).

The evaluation of PLQY of these polymers indicated that TPTQ-F and TPTI-F showed 
better performance due to excellent emitting character from fluorene monomer.27 The semi-
ladder polymers containing thiophenyl moiety exhibit limited photoluminescent quantum yield 
due to heavy atom effect (Table 2).  A solution is to use furanyl moiety to replace thiophenyl 
one, leading to significant enhancement in PLQY. 
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Trilayered OLETs based on TPTI-CC, TPTI-C, TPTI-F, TPTQ-C and TPTQF-C 

Figure 5. (a) Device configuration of OLET. (b) Transfer Curve of TPTQF-C. EL 

images of (c)TPTI-CC, (d)TPTI-C, (e)TPTI-F, (f)TPTQ-C and (g)TPTQF-C. 

Reproduced from ref. 28, 29 with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry, 

American Chemical Society, copyright 2020.
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(Si3N4/PMMA(OTS)/DPP-DTT/emissive layer/ PFN+BIm4
−/Au) were fabricated (Figure 5a).28 

The OLET devices of these five polymers exhibited balanced ambipolar FET behavior with 
typical V-shape transfer curve (Figure 5b) and hole/electron mobility of 0.041/0.059, 0.39/0.23, 
0.051/0.014, 0.025/0.032 and 0.35/0.51 cm2 V-1 s-1, respectively. These OLET devices had good 
Ion/off ratio of 105/104, 105/104, 105/104, 104/104 and 104/103, respectively. Yellow/yellow-green 
emission were observed in the channels of the OLET devices (Figure 5c-g). Among these 
polymers, the devices fabricated with TPTQF-C displayed the best EL properties (EL 
intensity=216 nW, EQEmax=3.5%) because the coiled structure balanced the PLQY and charge 
transport.29 It was also worth mentioning that this EQE value is comparable to the vacuum-
deposited trilayered OLET device.26  

Further optimization of the device structure was feasible. Another electron transporting 
layer DFH-4T was inserted between the emissive layer and the charge injection layer. Moreover, 
DFH-4T showed high charge mobility of 0.5 cm2 V−1 s−1 which was comparable with that of 
DPP-DTT. TPTQF-C and TPTQ-F were utilized in the new mutilayered OLET devices (Figure 
6a). As shown in Figure 6b, the much stronger yellow-green emission zone in these new TPTQF-

Figure 6. (a) Device configuration of OLET. EL images of 

(b)TPTQF-C and (c)TPTQ-F. Reproduced from ref. 27 with 

permission from American Chemical Society, copyright 2021. 

Reproduced from ref. 29 with permission from Royal Society of 

Chemistry, copyright 2020.
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C devices extended significantly and nearly covered the whole channel.29 This was in sharp 
contrast to the device shown in Figure 5g. This demonstrated that the injection charge carriers in 
the DFH-4T layer can transport efficiently and recombine with charge carriers from DPP-DTT 
bottom layer in the middle of the emissive layer. Higher EL intensity (2332 nW) and EQE 
(6.9%) was observed from the refined TPTQF-C OLETs. The OLETs with the same 
configuration were fabricated with TPTQ-F. The TPTQ-F exhibited high ambipolar charge 
mobilities and PLQY due to proper  interchain distance, which led to good performances in 
multilayered OLET devices. Yellow-green emission zone (Figure 6c) was broad and balanced in 
the channel under higher gate voltages (VGS=100 V).27 The ambipolar mobilities (μh=2.58×10−1 

cm2 V−1 s−1, μe=6.34×10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1) were modest and not very balanced. Large Ion/off ratios 
were obtained for both p-channel (105) and n-channel (104). The OLET devices performed the 
highest EL intensity of 414 nW and a max EQE of 5.3%, which was about two times higher than 
the less rigid and crystalline polymer TPTI-F (EL intensity=108 nW, EQEmax=2.8%). 

These results revealed that the semi-ladder copolymers exhibiting a foldamer structure 
showed balanced electrical and light-emitting properties. The EQE and EL intensity achieved in 
OLET devices with TPTQF-C is the highest among the solution-processed multilayer OLET 
devices. It can be noted that there are two key points to design this type of semi-ladder polymers. 
Firstly, ring fusion introduces rigidity into the molecular system, decreasing the effective 
vibrational modes available for non-radiative decay and thus improving light emission which 
improves the PLQY. Secondly, the folded backbone introduces weak aggregation due to 
structural restrain and yet allow for effective overlap between chromophores for charge 
transport. These two key points ameliorate the PLQY/charge transfer dilemma mentioned above.

3. Conclusion and outlook.

In summary, this feature article highlights our recent work on semi-ladder polymers. 
These polymers were shown to exhibit significant PLQY, EQE and EL intensities in solvent-
processed OLET devices. The electrical and EL properties are influenced by their molecular 
structures and aggregation states. There are three take-home lessons. 1) The rigid and electron 
deficient monomer can reduce the degree of energetic disordered of the semi-ladder polymers 
that contributed to better fluorescence and charge transport. 2) The foldamer structure can 
provide compromised solution to the dilemma between light emission and charge transport. 3) 
The inserted charge transporting layers that balanced charge injection and transport so that 
excitons are formed away from the edge of electrodes to avoid exciton quenching. 

At the current stage, it’s undeniable that many challenges exist in the development of 
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OLET devices. Other than the problems in molecular design we mentioned, there are more 
challenges to satisfy the actual application requirements, for example, pixelated luminescence 
control. Development of high-performance materials and new device structures is required to 
prepare high performance OLET devices.30 Except small-molecule, single crystal and polymers, 
the researchers are also attempting organic heterojunctions26, 31, molecular charge-transfer 
cocrystals32 and thermally activated delayed fluorescence emitters33 as the emitting layer to 
improve the overall performance. Moreover, hybrid devices utilizing carbon nanotube, graphene 
and perovskite as the transporting layer may become an alternative way to further enhance the 
properties of OLET devices.34 Last but not the least, the OLET device with new developed 
configuration, for instance vertical light-emitting transistor35 and overlapping-gate OLET36, are 
expected to make breakthroughs in the field of reducing working voltage and fabricate RGB 
color OLETs. 
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